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NEW QUESTION: 1
What advantages does using predictive site survey modeling software offer over performing a
manual site survey? (Choose 2)
A. It takes less time to create an initial site survey for a large facility when using predictive
modeling software than when performing a manual survey.
B. Predictive modeling software makes it simple to assess multiple different AP locations and
then adjust and display the AP's expected coverage pattern in almost real-time.
C. Predictive modeling software can predict the ideal access point location 100% of the time,
whereas the results from manual surveying are less reliable.
D. Predictive modeling software provides more reliable data than manual surveys when
fine-tuning and validating access point placement after the installation.
E. The exact impact of interference sources from external networks can be more accurately
measured when using predictive modeling software than with manual surveys.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are a functional consultant for Contoso Entertainment System USA (USMF).
You need to schedule the Material Requirements Planning (MRP) master plan to run nightly at
03:00 (UTC-8).
To complete this task, sign in to Dynamics 365 portal.
Answer:

Explanation:
See explanation below.
Explanation
You need to configure a batch job to run the master plan nightly.
Create the batch job
* Go to Navigation pane > Modules > System administration > Inquiries > Batch jobs.
* Click New.
* In the Job description field, type a value.
* In the Scheduled start date/time
* Click Save.
Create a recurrence
* On the Action Pane, click Batch job
* Click Recurrence. Use these options to enter a range and pattern for the recurrence.
* Click OK.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/sysadmin/tasks/create
-batch-job

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have responded for a 43-year-old male who was involved in an altercation. The patient was
reportedly beaten about the face and head with a baseball bat. The patient is unresponsive.
Evaluation of the patient's face reveals instability from the orbits to the mandible. Based on
this information, how would you definitively manage this patient's airway?
A. Immediately assist ventilations with a Bag-Valve-Mask.
B. Insert an oral airway and assist ventilations with a Bag-Valve-Mask.
C. Orally intubate the patient and assist ventilations with a Bag-Valve-Mask.
D. Insert a nasal airway and assist ventilations with a Bag-Valve-Mask.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
This patient has an unstable face and an unstable airway. Ultimately, this patient needs to have
his airway protected as quickly as possible with an endotracheal tube. With facial instability, it
is imperative that an adjunct be placed to ensure that the airway is not occluded by the
pressure on the jaw created with the application of the Bag-Valve-Mask.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Instructions: For each of the following statements, select yes if the statement is true. Otherwise,
select No.
Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
* Office On Demand "streams" a temporary copy of an Office 365 Windows applications (Word,
PowerPoint, Excel, Publisher and Access) to a Windows PC. A streamed Office 365 Windows
application differs from the standard installation of an Office 365 Windows application in two

ways:
/ A streamed Office 365 Windows Application does not require the person streaming the
application have the authority to install software on the computer they are streaming the
application to.
/ A streamed Office 365 Windows Application does not leave a footprint on the machine it is
streamed to.
Once the streamed application is closed, it will not be available for future use; you may
however stream the application once again as needed.
* To enable or disable Office on Demand
Go into your SharePoint Online Admin Center, select Settings from the left-side navigation, and
then scroll down to the Office on Demand header to enable or disable the functionality.
Note: Microsoft plans to eliminate its Office on Demand feature from Office 365 subscriptions,
starting in November 2014.
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